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Abstract—In this paper, a novel low-complexity tree-search (TS) algorithm, which is referred to as a hierarchical tree search (HTS), is proposed
for soft-output multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) detection to mitigate the performance loss caused by an early termination. The proposed
HTS algorithm is realized by the following two components: the hierarchical set partitioning to find all hypotheses with reasonable quality as fast as
possible and to fairly improve them and the new cost metric to determine
the search order by considering the quality of the hypotheses found so far.
Through simulation, it is shown that the performance–complexity tradeoff
of the proposed HTS algorithm surpasses those of the existing algorithms
in various MIMO configurations.
Index Terms—Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) detection, softoutput MIMO detection, tree-search (TS) algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, due to the demands for both higher spectral efficiency
and reliability, multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems incorporating with error-correcting codes (ECCs) have been adopted in
wireless standards, such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e, and ThirdGeneration Partnership Project Long-Term Evolution, and it has been
shown that a soft-output MIMO detector can dramatically improve
the error performance compared with a hard-output MIMO detector
[1]. Because the maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector for softoutput MIMO detection requires tremendous complexity, tree-search
(TS) algorithms have been widely considered for practical soft-output
MIMO receivers [2], which can fall into one of the following three
categories: 1) a depth-first search (DFS); 2) a breadth-first search
(BFS); and 3) a metric-first search (MFS). The K-best [3] and Malgorithm [4] belong to BFS, which expands the K best nodes in
each level of the tree by forward-only directional search. Although
BFS has fixed complexity and memory requirements so that it can be
implemented by a parallel pipelined structure [3], it suffers from a poor
performance–complexity tradeoff. Sphere decoding (SD) [5] and its
variants, including list SD (LSD) [1] and single TS (STS) [6], belong
to DFS, in which a bidirectional search is performed within a predetermined sphere. It is known that DFS can provide near-optimal performance with reasonable average complexity [6]. Dijkstra’s algorithm
[7] and its variants [8] belong to MFS, in which the search order is
determined by the metric of nodes so that it can minimize the average
complexity. However, although DFS or MFS requires relatively low
average complexity, the worst-case complexity is the same as that of
an exhaustive search. In a practical system, the maximum allowed

runtime is typically constrained to guarantee a constant throughput,
and such algorithms may suffer from a severe performance loss caused
by an early termination [9], [10].
There have been a number of approaches to mitigate such a
performance loss. One approach is to make the complexity fixed
by searching the nodes with a predetermined order, including fixed
versions of SD [11], [12]. However, the performance becomes poor
because a substantial amount of complexity is wasted due to a fixed
search order regardless of the channel and noise realizations. More
reasonable approach is to design a TS algorithm as robust to an early
termination as possible by adaptively adjusting the search order or
the search space. In [13], a multistack (MS) algorithm was proposed
to remedy the disadvantages of MFS by considering the level of
nodes. In [14], a probabilistic SD (P-SD) algorithm was proposed
to remedy the disadvantages of DFS, in which the number of nodes
within a sphere is kept constant by adaptively changing the radius.
In [15], a modified best-first with fast descent (MBF-FD) algorithm
was proposed, in which two strategies, namely, DFS and MFS, are
used in turn. However, such algorithms focus only on finding reliable
leaf nodes without considering the quality of the hypotheses found so
far. As a result, the constrained runtime may be wasted to find less
important nodes, and the quality of each tentative hypothesis1 may be
highly deviated when an early termination occurs.
In this paper, a novel low-complexity TS algorithm, which is
referred to as a hierarchical tree search (HTS), is proposed for softoutput MIMO detection to reduce the performance loss caused by
an early termination due to a runtime constraint. The goal of the
proposed HTS is to find all hypotheses with reasonable quality from
an early stage of the algorithm and to improve them fairly during
the constrained runtime. We first divide the whole nodes in the tree
into disjoint sets, called hierarchical sets (HSs), and utilize them
sequentially as the candidate node set to find all hypotheses with
reasonable quality as fast as possible and then fairly improve the
quality of each hypothesis. In addition, a new cost metric is proposed
to determine the search order so that the search for poor hypothesis is
prioritized. Thus, the proposed HTS can provide fairly good quality for
each hypothesis at any stage of the TS so that it is expected to provide a
uniformly better performance–complexity tradeoff compared with the
conventional ones.
Notation: Matrices and vectors are set in boldface uppercase and
lowercase characters, respectively. Sets are denoted by mathematical
script (e.g., A). Superscript (·)T and (·)H denote transpose and
conjugate transpose, respectively, and |A| stands for the cardinality
of a set A.
II. S OFT-O UTPUT M ULTIPLE -I NPUT –M ULTIPLE -O UTPUT
D ETECTION AND T REE -S EARCH A LGORITHMS
A. Soft-Output MIMO Detection
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Consider a coded MIMO system with NT transmit and NR (≥ NT )
receive antennas. A sequence of binary information bits is encoded
by an ECC and interleaved. The B-coded bits are mapped into a
symbol among the alphabet O with |O| = Q = 2B . Denoting sTX =
TX T
[sTX
1 , . . . , sNT ] as the transmitted symbol vector, the received signal
vector can be written as
y = HsTX + n

(1)

1 The currently updated version of the hypothesis is called the tentative
hypothesis.
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where H ∈ CNR ×NT is the channel matrix, and n ∈ CNR ×1 is the
noise vector, which is composed of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, 1) and CN (0, 2σn2 ), respectively.
The optimal MAP detector computes a posteriori log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) for each bit. By applying the max-log approximation [1],
the max-log LLR can be written as

⎛

⎞

1
LLRj,b = 2 ⎝ min y−Hs2 − min y−Hs2 ⎠ . (2)
2σn s∈ONT :
s∈O NT :
xj,b=−1

xj,b=+1

One of the two minimum values in (2) is determined by the ML
hypothesis as
sML = arg min y − Hs2

Fig. 1.

Tree of a 3 × 3 MIMO system with BPSK modulation O = {−1, +1}.

(3)

s∈O NT

and the other minimum value is determined by its (j, b)th counterhypothesis as
sCH
j,b =

arg min
s∈O NT

y − Hs2

(4)

:xj,b =xML
j,b

where xj,b and xML
j,b denote the bth bit of the jth symbol in s and
sML , respectively, and x denotes the binary complement of x. Then,
the max-log LLR in (2) can be rewritten as
LLRj,b =


1  CH
Λj,b − ΛML xML
j,b
2σn2

(5)

CH 2
where ΛML = y − HsML 2 and ΛCH
j,b = y − Hsj,b  are the distance metrics for the ML hypothesis and its (j, b)th counterhypothesis,
respectively.

B. Tree Structure and Unified TS Algorithm
Consider the QL-decomposition H = QL, where Q is an NR ×
NT matrix with orthonormal columns and L is an NT × NT lower
triangular matrix with real positive diagonal entries. Then, the transformed received signal vector ỹ is obtained as ỹ = QH y = Ls + ñ,
where ñ = QH n. Denoting s1:m = [s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ]T as a partial
symbol vector (PSV), its distance metric λm (s1:m ), called the partial
distance metric (PDM) of s1:m , is given by

λm (s1:m ) =

m

j=1

ỹj −

j


2

lji si

(6)

Fig. 2. Unified TS algorithm for soft-output MIMO detection.

i=1

where ỹj is the jth entry of ỹ, and lji is the (j, i)th entry of L. Since
λm (s1:m ) depends only on the PSV s1:m , it can be calculated by
the recursive formula λm (s1:m ) = λm−1 (s1:m−1 ) + φm (s1:m ), for
m = 1, . . . , NT , where φm (s1:m ) is the partial increment, given by
m
φm (s1:m ) = |ỹm − i=1 lmi si |2 . Note that although s1:0 is not defined, we set λ0 (s1:0 ) = 0 for initialization. By the recursive formula,
a PSV and its PDM can be mapped into the corresponding node of
the tree, as shown in Fig. 1. The tree consists of NT + 1 levels (each
level is indexed by 0, . . . , NT from top to bottom), the set of nodes
in the mth level is denoted by Nm , and the whole node is denoted by
NT
Nm . In particular, the node in N0 is called the root node,
N = m=0
and each node in NNT is called a leaf node. Each node except leaf
nodes has Q outgoing branches, and the qth branch corresponds to the
qth symbol of the alphabet, i.e., oq ∈ O. Thus, every node in the tree is
uniquely mapped to a particular PSV by collecting the corresponding

symbols along the branches from the root node to a particular node.
For brevity, we use “node s1:m ” to refer to the node corresponding to
the PSV s1:m , and L(s1:m ) represents the level of the node s1:m .
Soft-output MIMO detection can then be transformed into a TS
problem, in which at most NT + 1 leaf nodes corresponding to the ML
hypothesis and all its counterhypotheses need to be found. A unified
TS algorithm2 for soft-output MIMO detection is summarized in
Fig. 2, and two algorithm-dependent operations, namely, SearchSpace
and SearchOrder, are listed in Table I. The operation SearchSpace
determines the set of candidate nodes Ck in the kth stage, and the
operation SearchOrder determines the search order of the nodes.
Although the search space and order update is efficiently performed
2 In the unified TS algorithm, S and L are nonordered sets, but B is an ordered
set in which nodes are arranged according to the ascending order of its cost
metric, and Θmax is a positive large value for initialization.
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TABLE I
A LGORITHM -D EPENDENT O PERATIONS , S EARCH S PACE , AND S EARCH O RDER FOR E ACH A LGORITHM

by using the boundary set B, the results are the same as the case where
the search space and order update is performed at the beginning of
each stage or whenever any hypothesis is updated. In DFS (LSD [1]
and STS [6]), SearchOrder uses the descending order of the level of
nodes, and SearchSpace determines the candidate node set as all nodes
with its PDM less than the sphere radius R(s1:m ), which is defined
by [6]
R(s1:m ) =

max

∀(j,b):xj,b =xML

ΛCH
j,b

(7)

j,b

ML
. In MFS [7],
where xML
j,b is the bth bit of the jth symbol in s
SearchOrder uses the ascending order of the PDM of nodes, and
SearchSpace includes all nodes in the candidate node set. The MS
algorithm [13] is similar to MFS, except that SearchSpace uses the
nodes in the kth level as Ck . The P-SD algorithm [14] is similar to
DFS, except that SearchSpace adjusts the parameter δ to make |Ck |
constant. The MBF-FD algorithm [15] uses SeachOrder of DFS and
MFS, in turn, to take advantage of both algorithms.

C. Runtime Constraint
To guarantee a constant throughput, a TS algorithm should be
early terminated whenever the runtime γ for detecting a specific
received signal exceeds the maximum allowed runtime γmax . An early
termination does not occur in BFS due to its fixed complexity, but
the complexity of DFS and MFS is a random variable depending
on the instantaneous channel and noise realizations so that, when an
early termination occurs, such an algorithm should return the LLR
computed by the tentative ML hypothesis sML and its (j, b)th tentative
counterhypothesis sCH
j,b , which are defined by
sML = arg min y − Hs2

(8)

s∈L

sCH
j,b =

y − Hs2

arg min

where L is the set of leaf nodes expanded so far, and xML
j,b is the bth bit
of the jth symbol in sML . Similarly, the distance metric of the tentative
ML hypothesis and its (j, b)th tentative counterhypothesis are denoted
by ΛML and ΛCH
j,b , respectively, and the corresponding max-log LLR
is computed by
LLRj,b



ΛCH
j,b

−Λ

ML



xML
j,b .

III. H IERARCHICAL S EARCH T REE
Here, we describe two components of the proposed HTS algorithm.
First, the whole tree is partitioned into the disjoint sets, called the HS,
and then, the new cost metric, called the HTS cost metric, is derived.
Finally, the proposed HTS algorithm is described in the framework of
the unified TS algorithm.
1) HS Partitioning: The constrained runtime may be too short
to find the ML hypothesis and all its counterhypotheses in a bad
channel or noise realization [18], or it may be entirely wasted to
search only a few hypotheses [10]. As a result, the quality of some
tentative hypotheses becomes very poor, which mainly degrades the
overall performance. To remedy such a problem, we first find the ML
hypothesis and then partition the tree into NT HSs according to the ML
hypothesis. To improve each counterhypothesis fairly, each HS should
have the same number of candidate nodes for each counterhypothesis.
For the ML hypothesis sML , let {H1 , . . . , HNT } be the hierarchical
partition, where the kth HS is defined as


Hk =

(10)

Clearly, the sign of LLRj,b is solely determined by the tentative ML
ML
≥ 0 for any (j, b), and the magnitude
hypothesis because ΛCH
j,b − Λ

s1:m

m



1{sj =sML } = k, ∀s1:m ∈ N
j

(11)

j=1

(9)

s∈L:xj,b =xML
j,b

1
=
2σn2

of LLRj,b depends on both the tentative ML hypothesis and its (j, b)th
tentative counterhypothesis.
The runtime of TS algorithms can be measured by the number of
floating-point operations or silicon complexity [2]. We measure the
runtime as the number of expanded nodes, which is the most popularly
accepted way in the literature because it can be mapped into the real
runtime [6], [16], is independent of target architecture [2], and is
mathematically tractable [8]. Note that, since our measure does not
capture the total runtime, we additionally compare the CPU runtime to
clarify the effect of additional complexity independent of the number
of expanded nodes.

and 1{·} denotes the indicator function. In other words, every node
s1:m in Hk has k different symbols compared with the ML hypothesis.
Define the (j, b)th counterhypothesis found in Hk as
2
sCH
j,b,k = arg min y − Hs .
s∈Hk ∩NN

T

Then, the following theorem suggests the order of HS utilization as a
candidate node set.
Theorem 1: Assume that all entries of matrix H are finite. Then, for
1 ≤ n < m ≤ NT



2



2

 < E y − HsCH
 +
E y − HsCH
j,b,n
j,b,m

(12)
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for an arbitrarily small  > 0, provided that the SNR is sufficiently
large.
Proof: See the Appendix.

Theorem 1 implies that the hypotheses obtained from Hn is more
reliable than those from Hm in an average sense, and it is reasonable
to use H1 first and utilize the next HSs sequentially.
2) Cost Metric: The search order for the candidate nodes has a significant impact on the performance when an early termination occurs.
A reasonable way for determining the search order is to select the node
providing the largest improvement. To quantify the improvement, we
first define the worst hypothesis quality of a node as follows. When a
subtree originated from a node is searched, its leaf nodes can update
ML
the tentative counterhypothesis sCH
j,b only if xj,b = xj,b . Thus, the
worst hypothesis quality of node s1:m can be defined as the maximum
distance metric among the tentative counterhypotheses affected by
expanding the node s1:m , given by
Θ(s1:m ) =

max

∀(j,b),xj,b =xML

ΛCH
j,b .

j,b

Note that Θ(s1:m ) is identical to the sphere radius R(s1:m ) in (7), so
that no additional complexity is required. Now, define the improvement
of a node s1:m as the difference between the worst hypothesis quality
and the quality of the node s1:m as
I(s1:m ) = Θ(s1:m ) −

min

sm+1:N

λNT (s1:NT )

(13)

T

where the second term denotes the quality of the node s1:m , which
is defined by the minimum distance metric among the leaf nodes
originated from s1:m . To alleviate the complexity for computing (13),
the subvector of the ML hypothesis, i.e., sML
m+1:NT , is used instead.
Assuming that the subvector is correct and the distance is averaged
over noise realizations as in [19], the improvement of a node s1:m can
be approximated as





I(s1:m ) ≈ Θ(s1:m ) − λm (s1:m ) + 2σn2 (NT − L(s1:m )) . (14)
Then, by ignoring a constant, the proposed HTS cost metric of a node
s1:m is given by
C HTS (s1:m ) = λm (s1:m ) − 2σn2 L(s1:m ) − Θ(s1:m ).

(15)

Note that the additional complexity for computing the proposed HTS
cost metric is only two additions per node, which is ignorable.
3) Proposed HTS Algorithm: The proposed HTS algorithm can
be described by the framework of the unified TS algorithm by replacing two algorithm-dependent operations, which are also listed
in Table I. The operation SearchSpace of the HTS algorithm in
the 0th stage determines the candidate node set as C0 = {s1:m ∈
N |λm (s1:m ) ≤ ΛML )}. In the kth stage (k = 1, . . . , NT ), the operation SearchSpace determines the candidate node set as the nodes
in Hk with its PDM less than the worst hypothesis quality, and the
operation SearchOrder uses the ascending order of the HTS cost metric
in (15).
Here, an illustrative example of the proposed HTS algorithm is
shown in Fig. 3, and the search result is listed in Table II. In Fig. 3,
we assume that the PDM of each node is calculated and indicated
inside the nodes and σn2 = 1. At the beginning of the 0th stage, the
candidate node set is C0 = N due to ΛML = Θmax ; thus, B = {N0 }.
Then, the PDM λm (·), the worst hypothesis quality Θ(·), and its HTS
cost metric C HTS (·) of the child node N1 originated from N0 are
computed and inserted into B since N1 ∈ C0 . Two nodes N0 and N1
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Fig. 3. Illustrative example of the HS partition for the 3 × 3 MIMO system
with BPSK modulation, where sML = N9 .

stored in B are sorted by the ascending order of the HTS cost metric so
that N1 becomes the first node and N0 becomes the second node. The
next search begins from the first node N1 . After the fifth expansion,
the leaf node N9 is expanded and inserted into the leaf node set L, and
the new tentative ML hypothesis is found, i.e., sML = N9 , and ΛML
is updated to 7. At the sixth, seventh, and eighth expansions, N10 ,
N7 , and N8 are expanded, respectively, and the tentative hypotheCH
ses and their distance metrics are updated (sCH
1,1 = N10 , Λ1,1 = 13,
CH
CH
CH
sCH
2,1 = N7 , Λ2,1 = 14, s3,1 = N8 , and Λ3,1 = 16). This procedure
is iteratively repeated until B becomes empty, and the HTS algorithm
proceeds to the next stage. At the beginning of the first stage, the
HSs are first determined so that H1 = {N2 , N3 , N6 , N7 , N10 , N13 },
H2 = {N5 , N8 , N11 , N14 }, and H3 = {N12 } are obtained, as shown
in Fig. 3, because sML = N9 and the candidate node set is determined
as C1 = {N6 , N13 }, which is the subset of H1 . Similar to the 0th stage,
the child node is recursively expanded until B becomes empty. After
the 13th expansion, the second stage begins, and the candidate node
set is determined as C2 = {N5 , N11 }, which is the subset of H2 . After
the 14th expansion, all nodes of the tree are searched; thus, the HTS
algorithm is finished.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Simulation results are obtained by using a 64-tone MIMO orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system with NT =
4, NR = 4, and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modulation alphabet (referred to as 4 × 4 16-QAM) or with NT = 6,
NR = 6, and 64-QAM modulation alphabet (referred to as 6 × 6
64-QAM). The convolutional code (CC) with the rate Rc of 1/2
using the generator polynomials of [ 133o 171o ] and the 5/6-rate
punctured CC using the 1/2-rate CC with the puncturing pattern
([ 1 0 1 0 1 ], [ 1 1 0 1 0 ]) are used together with a random interleaver. For each simulation, 104 frames (four OFDM symbols per frame) are decoded by using each TS algorithm and soft-input
Viterbi decoder.
In the simulation, the following algorithms are compared.
1) As the representative of DFS, the STS algorithm [6] with
MMSE-sorted QR decomposition (QRD) preprocessing is
considered. To obtain the performance–complexity tradeoff, the
clipping level of the max-log LLR is set to the (nearly) optimal
value obtained from intensive computer simulation.
2) As the representative of BFS, the smart ordering and candidate
adding (SOCA) algorithm [17] with smart-ordered QRD preprocessing is considered.
3) As the representative of MFS, Dijkstra’s algorithm [7] with QRD
preprocessing is considered.
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TABLE II
E XAMPLE OF THE P ROPOSED HTS A LGORITHM

4) As the representative of the multistage algorithm, the MS algorithm [13] with V-BLAST QRD preprocessing is considered.
The natural restart ordering is applied.
5) As the representative of a non-TS algorithm, the algorithm
proposed in [20] is considered. The number of expanded fulllength symbol vectors is set to γmax /NT .3
For fair comparison, the maximum size of the list B for each algorithm is set to 32 for the 4 × 4 16-QAM system and 64 for the
6 × 6 64-QAM system. The clipping level of the max-log LLR is set to
5 for all except the STS algorithm to prevent over- or underestimation
of the max-log LLR.
Fig. 4 compares the performance–complexity tradeoffs of the STS
algorithm [6], the SOCA algorithm [17], Dijkstra’s algorithm [7], the
MS algorithm [13], the non-TS algorithm [20], and the proposed HTS
algorithm when the 4 × 4 16-QAM is used. The frame length is
4096 bits, and the minimum SNR required to achieve the frame error
rate (FER) of 10−2 is obtained according to the runtime constraint
γmax . As a reference, the performance using the exact max-log LLR
is displayed by the horizontal lines. From the results, it is shown that
SOCA provides a poor performance–complexity tradeoff in both code
rates and that Dijkstra’s algorithm suffers from severe performance
degradation since it may not find any leaf node at all under a tight
runtime constraint. Although the MS algorithm may mitigate the
3 We assume the complexity to find one full-length symbol vector is similar
to the complexity expanding NT nodes.

performance degradation of Dijkstra’s algorithm and STS provides a
relatively good performance–complexity tradeoff among conventional
algorithms, HTS outperforms MS and STS algorithms over the wide
range of the runtime constraint.4 In addition, the performance gap
increases as the code rate increases. Precisely, when γmax = 12, the
SNR gain of the proposed HTS over STS is 2.3 dB for the 1/2 code
rate and 6.2 dB for the 5/6 code rate. Furthermore, it is shown that the
proposed HTS algorithm outperforms a non-TS algorithm such as in
[20], which is slightly worse than the MS algorithm.
Fig. 5 provides the performance–complexity tradeoff when the 6 ×
6 64-QAM is used. Here, the frame length is increased to 9216 bits.
We can observe by comparing with Fig. 4 that the gain of the HTS
algorithm over the STS algorithm is slightly increased (3.4 dB for the
1/2 code rate and 9.1 dB for the 5/6 code rate at γmax = 48) and that
the proposed HTS algorithm becomes more attractive as the tree size
increases.
To reflect the total runtime induced by any additional operations that
are not captured by the number of expanded nodes, such as sorting
or preprocessing, we compare the normalized CPU runtime5 of the
4 Although the slope of the tradeoff curve for Dijkstra’s algorithm or the
SOCA algorithm looks much sharper than that for the proposed HTS, they are
similar if drawn with a linear-scale x-axis.
5 The CPU runtime is measured by a personal computer (Intel E7300 with
a 2.66-GHz clock) and MATLAB R2011a version, and the normalized CPU
runtime of an algorithm A under a runtime constraint γmax is defined as
μA (γmax ) = TA /THTS , where TA is the CPU runtime of an algorithm A.
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to a runtime constraint. To efficiently use the constrained runtime,
the whole search space is divided into small disjoint sets, called the
HS, and in each stage, one HS is utilized as the candidate node
set to find all hypotheses with reasonable quality as fast as possible
and then fairly improve the quality of each hypothesis. In addition,
the proposed HTS cost metric determines the search order in the
candidate node set and further improves the performance–complexity
tradeoff.
Simulation results showed that, in a wide range of practical interest, the proposed HTS algorithm provides a significantly improved
performance–complexity tradeoff and the gain increases as the number
of antennas, the modulation order, and the code rate increase. Thus,
the proposed HTS can be considered as promising soft-output MIMO
detection for future wireless communication systems, and it would
be fruitful to investigate an efficient hardware architecture for the
proposed HTS algorithm as future work.
Fig. 4. Performance–complexity tradeoff curves when the 4 × 4 16-QAM
is used.

A PPENDIX
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
Define the difference vector between the ML hypothesis and the
Δ
ML
= αj e j +
(j, b)th counterhypothesis found in Hn as δ n = sCH
j,b,n −s
n−1
α
e
,
where
e
is
the
N
×
1
vector
having
all
zero
entries
k
k
i
T
i
i
i=1
Δ

ML
)ki , where
except that the ith entry is 1 and αki = (sCH
j,b,n )ki − (s
(x)a is the ath entry of the vector x. Similarly, the difference vecΔ

ML
= βj e j +
tor δ m for m > n can be written as δ m = sCH
j,b,m − s
m−1
m
m
m
m
β
e
.
Since
m
>
n,
δ
can
be
rewritten
as
δ
=
ζ
p
p
n +Δn ,
i
i
i=1
Δ

Δ

n−1

m−1
i=n

where ζ m
βpi epi and Δm
n =
n = βj e j +
i=1
orthogonal, then we obtain



2



βpi epi are

2

 − E y − HsCH

E y − HsCH
j,b,m
j,b,n




 



2 − nML − Hδ n 2
= E nML − Hζ m
n
+2

Fig. 5. Performance–complexity tradeoff curves when the 6 × 6 64-QAM
is used.

 



H
m
E (Hζ m
−E
n ) HΔn



nML

2
+ E HΔm
n 

H

HΔm
n


(16)

Δ

various TS algorithms. As a result, the normalized runtime of the STS
algorithm is μSTS (16) = 0.94 and μSTS (64) = 0.89, and that of the
MS algorithm is μMS (16) = 1.12 and μMS (64) = 1.09. Therefore,
the normalized CPU runtime per expanded node of the proposed HTS
algorithm is not much different to those of the STS and MS algorithms
(less than 11% when γmax ≤ 64). Note that Dijkstra’s algorithm
consumes much higher normalized CPU runtime per expanded node
since it requires a sorting operation in a large stack. If Fig. 5 is redrawn
by including the additional complexity converted into the number of
expanded nodes, the minimum required SNRs at γmax = 12, 24, 48
are changed from 30.5, 28.7, and 27.0 dB to 31.1, 29.3, and 27.4 dB,
respectively, for the STS algorithm and from 28.2, 24.5, and 23.3 dB
to 30.2, 26.5, and 23.9 dB, respectively, for the proposed HTS
algorithm. Therefore, it is clearly confirmed that the practical
performance–complexity tradeoff of the propose HTS algorithm still
outperforms conventional algorithms.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel multistage TS algorithm, which is referred
to as the HTS, has been proposed for soft-output MIMO detection
to mitigate the performance loss caused by an early termination due

where nML = y − HsML , and (·) denotes the real part. Since
ML
2
ML
+ δ n ∈ Hn , nML − Hζ m
−
sML + ζ m
n ∈ Hn and s
n  − n
n 2
m H
m 2
m
Hδ  ≥ 0. In addition, HΔn  ≥ 0 and E{(Hδ n ) HΔn } =
m H
m
m
m
m
H
H
(ζ m
n ) E{H H}Δn = (NR /NT )(ζ n ) Δn = 0 since δ n and Δn
are orthogonal. Finally, the magnitude of the last term is
bounded as



E (nML )H HΔm
n





= E (sTX − sML )H HH HΔm
n



≤ cNT Pr(sTX = sML )EHH HΔm
n  (17)
where sTX is the transmitted symbol vector, and n is the noise
vector defined in (1). Here, |E{x}| ≤ E|x|, and the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality is applied, and EsTX − sML  ≤ cNT Pr(sTX = sML ) is
used with any finite number c ≥ max |a − b|. Thus, for a sufficiently
a,b∈O

large SNR, Pr(sTX = sML ) can be made arbitrarily small so that the
right-hand side of (17) is greater than − for any given  > 0, which
concludes the proof.
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Regenerative Cooperative Diversity Networks With
Co-channel Interference: Performance Analysis
and Optimal Energy Allocation
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Abstract—A study of the effects of co-channel interference on a multirelay system with decode-and-forward (DF) protocol is presented. Orthogonal relaying is considered, and all relays that correctly decode the message
in the broadcasting phase participate in the adaptive relaying phase.
First, the effective signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the
receiver is derived. Then, considering outage as the performance metric,
we obtain exact closed-form expression for the outage probability. Simple
and general asymptotic expressions for the outage probability, which
explicitly show the coding and the diversity gains, are also derived and
discussed. Furthermore, we present optimal energy-allocation schemes
for minimizing outage under different resource constraints. Monte Carlo
simulations are further provided to confirm the analytical results and
illustrate the outage performance for different interference conditions and
optimization schemes.
Index Terms—Co-channel interference, cooperative diversity, decodeand-forward (DF) relaying, optimal energy allocation, outage probability,
Rayleigh fading channels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The performance of cooperative diversity networks has been widely
examined with respect to the number, selection, and placement of
relays, and various resource-allocation schemes have been proposed.
These studies have been mostly based on the assumption of additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [1], [2]. However, in wireless networks
with dense frequency reuse, co-channel interference usually dominates
the AWGN. Furthermore, since all the relays may use the same carrier
frequency, co-channel interference can potentially exist in every link
in the network.
Some of the works on performance analysis of cooperative diversity
networks have focused on the effect of co-channel interference in
terms of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) while neglecting the effect
of AWGN [3]. However, the performance analysis in terms of SIR and
the asymptotic analysis based on high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are
not accurate in the low signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
regime, where AWGN dominates the interference.
In [4], Ikki and Aïssa examined the effect of co-channel interference
in dual-hop amplify-and-forward relaying networks with nonidentical Rayleigh fading. The outage probability of dual-hop decodeand-forward (DF) relaying was also analyzed in [5], assuming the
specific scenario in which the destination is corrupted by co-channel
interference while the relay is only perturbed by AWGN. A more
general scenario, where all nodes are affected by co-channel interference and all channels undergo Rayleigh fading, was considered in
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